We initiate the study of fair learning in Markovian settings, where the actions of a learning algorithm may affect its environment and future rewards. Working in the model of reinforcement learning, we define a fairness constraint requiring that an algorithm never prefers one action over another if the long-term (discounted) reward of choosing the latter action is higher.
Introduction
The growing use of machine learning for automated decision-making has raised concerns about the potential for unfairness and discrimination in learning algorithms and models. In contexts as diverse as hiring [23] , lending [4] , policing [25] , and criminal sentencing [3] , mounting empirical evidence suggests these concerns are not merely hypothetical [2, 27] .
This paper initiates the study of fair learning algorithms in Markovian environments, where an algorithm's choices may influence the state of the world and future rewards. Previous work on fairness in machine learning has focused on myopic settings where such influence is absent, as in i.i.d. or no-regret models (see e.g. [6, 7, 12, 14] ). Myopic notions of fairness may be undesirable in the contexts outlined above, where policies favoring certain actions will influence future state and rewards. For example, increased policing of a particular neighborhood may lead to more arrests without an actual increase in crime, and in turn may incubate increased tension and frayed relationships with police. As another example, an oft-cited rationale for affirmative action policies is that in the long-term they improve not just the prospects but the qualifications and abilities of individuals in historically disadvantaged groups. Such examples explicitly acknowledge that policies do not operate in a vacuum, but must account for their influence on the evolution of state.
We conduct our study in the standard model of reinforcement learning, in which an algorithm seeks to maximize its discounted sum of rewards in a Markovian decision process (MDP). A state s ∈ S encodes the current environment. From state s, a chosen action a ∈ A will lead to an observed transition to a new state s with probability p(s, a, s ) and an observed reward r(s ). We now define fairness of an algorithm with respect to a measure Q * of the long-run quality of an action a from a state s.
Definition 1. [Fairness, Informal]
A reinforcement learning algorithm L is fair if for any input δ > 0, the following condition holds with probability at least 1 − δ (over the randomization of the MDP and the algorithm): for all rounds t, all states s ∈ S and all actions a, a ∈ A Q * (s, a) ≥ Q * (s, a ) ⇒ L(s, a, h t−1 ) ≥ L(s, a , h t−1 )
where Q * (s, a) denotes the (expected) infinite discounted reward when taking action a from state s and following the optimal discounted policy thereafter, and L(s, a, h t−1 ) is the probability that L chooses action a from state s given the observed history h t−1 .
In other words, we ask that if from some state s, action a is at least as good action a (with respect to the long-term discounted reward achievable following these actions), an algorithm must choose a with at least the probability it chooses a . This definition of fairness is adapted from Joseph et al. [14] , who study fairness in the contextual bandit framework. Their definition and ours differ from previous work by requiring that an algorithm be fair throughout the learning process itself rather than merely outputting a fair policy or model after a period of (possibly unfair) learning. Joseph et al. [14] define fairness with respect to one-step rewards, which is appropriate for the contextual bandit setting where the learner's actions do not affect future state. In our Markovian setting, we define fairness with respect to the expected long-term discounted reward of an action.
Unfortunately, our first result shows an exponential separation in expected performance between the best unfair algorithm and any algorithm satisfying Definition 1. This motivates our study of a natural relaxation of (exact) fairness, for which we provide a polynomial time learning algorithm, thus establishing an exponential separation between exact and approximately fair learning in MDPs.
Throughout, the reader should interpret the actions available to a learning algorithm in an MDP as corresponding to choices affecting individuals -such as the choice of which applicants to admit to college, or which applicants to grant loans to. The rewards associated with each action should be viewed as the short-term payoff of making the corresponding decision (the 4-year graduation rate of the admitted class, or the default rate on the loans given). The actions taken by the algorithm affect the underlying state of the system (the high school graduation rate of students in different populations, or home ownership rate of different populations) -which in turn can affect the actions and payoffs available to the algorithm in the future. Direct use of the fairness definition from Joseph et al. [14] in terms of myopic rewards would be in conflict with the optimal policy in an underlying MDP if it was necessary to make sub-optimal decisions in the short run (e.g. admit students with less high school preparation) in order to obtain high rewards in the long-term (e.g. by improving the overall applicant pool). Instead, we propose using an action's potential long-term reward as its measured quality, and so (in the college admissions example) would permit "affirmative action" in the short run so long as it actually improves long-term reward.
Our Contributions
The contributions of this paper can be divided into three parts. First, in Section 4, we propose several definitions of fairness for learning in MDPs. The first (which formalizes Definition 1) requires that with high probability an algorithm never favors a worse action over a better one, where the quality of an action is measured in terms of its potential long-term discounted reward. We then relax this definition in two ways. The first relaxation, which we call approximate-choice fairness, requires that an algorithm never chooses a worse action with probability substantially higher than better actions. The second relaxation of fairness, approximate-action fairness, requires that an algorithm never favor an action of substantially lower quality than that of a better action.
Second, in Section 5, we analyze the consequences of these definitions, providing a lower bound on the time required for a fair learning algorithm to achieve near-optimal performance.
Theorem (Informal statement of Theorems 4, 5, and 6). All fair and approximate-choice fair learning algorithms must take a number of rounds exponential in n before achieving -optimal performance for constant . All fair and approximate-action fair learning algorithms require a number of rounds exponential in 1/(1 − γ), where γ is the discount factor.
Third, we present an approximate-action fair algorithm (Fair-E 3 ) in Section 6. We prove a polynomial upper bound on the time Fair-E 3 requires to achieve near-optimal performance in Section 6.4.
Theorem (Informal statement of Theorem 7). For any MDP M satisfying standard assumptions, Fair-E 3 is an approximate-action fair algorithm achieving -optimal performance in a number of rounds that is (necessarily) exponential in 1/(1 − γ), and polynomial in all other parameters.
Note that the exponential dependence of Fair-E 3 on 1/(1 − γ) is tight as it matches our lower bound on the time complexity of any approximate-action fair algorithm. More generally, in the same vein as the contextual bandit results in Joseph et al. [14] , our results establish rigorous trade-offs between fairness and performance in reinforcement learning algorithms.
Our Techniques
We now briefly describe the tools we use to prove the theorems described above. The lower bounds follow from constructing two similar MDPs and arguing that fair and approximate-choice fair algorithms must behave identically for both until receiving some observation distinguishing the two, which will take an exponential number of steps in the size of state space with constant probability.
We then study a different relaxation of fairness, called approximate-action fairness, which allows an algorithm to prefer slightly worse actions to slightly better ones. We adapt E 3 [19], a wellknown algorithm for MDP learning, to satisfy approximate-action fairness. E 3 transitions between exploration and exploitation: if some state has not been sufficiently explored, E 3 takes the least explored action in that state. The pigeonhole principle then implies E 3 will eventually explore some state often enough to learn accurate estimates of its reward and transition functions, after which E 3 treats the state as "known". To exploit, E 3 treats the set of known states as if they are the only states of the MDP and follows a near-optimal policy if such a policy exists in the MDP restricted to the known states. Otherwise, E 3 plans to escape to the set of "unknown" states in hopes of achieving better long-term rewards.
Developing a fair version of E 3 requires a number of nontrivial modifications to both the algorithm and its analysis. The first main one has to do with the definition of a known state. The original E 3 uses a weak definition that is sufficient for one-step lookahead. Since fairness demands that an algorithm never prefer a much worse action, we require a much stronger definition of known state for Fair-E 3 that permits accurate estimation of Q * values (long-term discounted rewards) rather than just next-state transitions.
The second major modification arises from the fact that when attempting to escape to unknown states, E 3 may badly violate fairness, since it is ignoring rewards entirely in an attempt to reach rarely visited states. Fair-E 3 tries to find an escape policy subject to our fairness constraint. A "win-win" analysis proves that whenever Fair-E 3 cannot execute an "exploit" policy, then there must exist a fair escape policy, and so our algorithm is always either able to exploit or fairly escape when it encounters a known state.
Related Work
There is an enormous literature on reinforcement learning, and the most relevant parts focus on constructing learning algorithms with provable performance guarantees. E 3 [19] was the first learning algorithm with a polynomial learning rate, and a subsequent literature gave a sequence of improved bounds (see Szita and Szepesvári [28] and references within).
Separately, there is a growing literature studying the problem of fairness in machine learning (see e.g. [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 21, 22, 24, 29] ). One line of work aims to give algorithms for batch classification which achieve notions of group fairness, and in particular, statistical parity (see e.g. [1, 5, 7, 8, 18, 22] ). While statistical parity is sometimes a desirable goal, as observed by Dwork et al. [6] , it suffers from two problems. First, if different populations have different statistical properties, then it can be at odds with accuracy. Second, even in cases when statistical parity is attainable with an optimal classifier, it does not prevent discrimination at an individual level -see Dwork et al. [6] for a catalog of ways in which statistical parity fails as a definition of fairness. In the context of classification and regression, Hardt et al. [12] give a definition aiming to capture the idea of equality of opportunity that overcomes many of these limitations of notions of group fairness. Their definition is a "group fairness" definition in that it imposes a constraint that binds on average outcomes, rather than on individuals. In contrast, we study a definition of fairness that binds at the individual level.
Dwork et al. [6] propose and explore the basic properties of a technical definition of individual fairness formalizing the idea that "similar individuals should be treated similarly". Specifically, their work presupposes the existence and knowledge of a task-specific metric on individuals, and proposes that fair algorithms should satisfy a Lipschitz condition with respect to this metric. The work of Joseph et al. [14] and the present work suggest a natural metric for the tasks of regret minimization in a bandit setting and long-term reward maximization in an MDP. The primary conceptual difference between these works and that of Dwork et al. [6] is that the latter operates under the assumption that the metric is known to the algorithm designer, and hence in their setting, the fairness constraint binds only insofar as it is in conflict with the desired outcome of the algorithm designer. Our fairness constraint, conversely, is entirely aligned with the goal of the algorithm designer in that it is satisfied by the optimal policy; nevertheless, it affects the space of feasible learning algorithms, because it interferes with learning an optimal policy, which depends on the unknown reward functions.
Preliminaries
In this paper we study reinforcement learning in Markov Decision Processes (MDPs):
where S M = {s 1 , . . . , s n } is a set of n states, A M = {a 1 , . . . , a k } is a set of k actions, T is a horizon of a (possibly infinite) number of rounds of activity in M , and γ is a discount factor, where
where p is the probability of arriving in state s after taking action a from state s.
• For the remainder of this paper, any MDP M is defined with the S M , A M , P M , R M , T, and γ as given above. A policy will dictate choices of actions from each state. A deterministic policy π ∈ Π : S M → A M in M maps from states to actions. A non-deterministic policy π : S M → (A M ) maps from states to probability distributions on actions. We make the following unichain assumption for all M . It is important to note that the unichain assumption does not imply that every policy will eventually visit every state, or even that there exists a single policy that will do so quickly; thus, the exploitation/exploration dilemma remains in unichain MDPs. Assumption 1. The stationary distribution of any policy in M is independent of its start state.
A few ancillary concepts will be useful for reasoning about MDPs, most of which are standard (see, e.g. Kearns and Singh [19] ). First, we quantify the value of states and actions based on the rewards, both present and future. In the discounted case, the contribution of the future rewards to the value of a state is scaled down by the discount factor γ.
Definition 3. The T -step expected reward of π from s, and the limit of this for infinite T , and its optimum over policies are defined as
where p = (s, s 1 , . . . , s T ) is a sequence of T states starting from s, P[p] denotes the probability of taking p following policy π and suming over all sequences p. Given action a, the T -step expected reward from s after taking action a and following π thereafter and its optimum as
for p a = (s, s 1 , . . . , s T ) a sequence of T states starting from s, P[p a ] the probability of p a after taking action a from s and then following policy π, and summing over all sequences p a . Any policy achieving the V * M (s) values for all states s is an optimal policy: fix one and denote it as π * for the remainder of the paper. Finally, note that
. Let µ π denote the stationary distribution of π. We now define the -mixing time of a policy. Definition 4. Fix > 0. The -mixing time of π is the smallest number of steps T π such that for any T ≥ T π and any state s, the distributionμ π T of π on states of M after following π for T steps from s satisfies 
where s t is the state visited at time t when following π from s and the expectation in the second term is over the transition function and the randomization of π.
distribution is over a possibly unbounded region but the mean and the variance of the reward distribution is bounded in all states using standard techniques (see Kearns and Singh [19] for more details). Furthermore, assuming that the support of the reward distributions is between [0, 1] can be made without loss of generality up to scaling.
Our results can be stated for a weaker notion of mixing time called the -reward mixing time, the smallest number of time steps T such that the average undiscounted rewards of the states visited by the policy in T steps is close to the average undiscounted rewards of the states visited under the stationary distribution of the policy. -reward mixing time is always linearly bounded by the -mixing time but can be much smaller than the -mixing time in certain cases (see Kearns and Singh [19] for a discussion).
The horizon time H γ of an MDP captures the number of steps an approximately optimal policy must optimize over. In the discounted rewards setting, the expected discounted reward of any policy after H γ = log ( (1 − γ)) / log(γ) (see Kearns and Singh [19] , Lemma 2) steps approaches the expected asymptotic discounted reward:
A learning algorithm L is a non-stationary 2 policy that at each round takes the entire history (the sequence of triples (state, action, reward) observed so far) and outputs a distribution over actions. Formally, at any fixed time t, define the history at time t to be the sequence of (state, action, reward) triples
A stationary policy as defined above is an algorithm whose mapping is independent of the observed history, i.e. π(s t ) = π(s t , h t−1 ).
We conclude this section by defining a performance measure for learning algorithms.
Definition 5. Let > 0 and δ ∈ (0, 1/2). L achieves -optimality in T steps if for any T ≥ T with probability at least 1 − δ,
for s t the state L reaches at time t, where the expectation is taken over the transitions and the randomization of L, for any MDP M .
We pause to justify this notion of optimality. First, rewards are discounted, so the contribution of the discounted sum of rewards of any algorithm or policy after H γ steps is less than : it is therefore unreasonable to expect the discounted sum of rewards of any algorithm to compete favorably with the discounted sum of rewards of an optimal policy (especially if the -mixing time of an optimal policy is much more than H γ ). So, we instead consider the average V * M values of the states visited by our algorithm and compare this value to the average V * M values of the states visited under the stationary distribution of an optimal policy. Lemma 3 further justifies this definition; it shows that the average V π M values of states visited under the stationary distribution of π (and in particular an optimal policy) is closely related to the average undiscounted rewards achieved under the stationary distribution of that policy. 
Our goal will be to find some algorithm for which T , the number of transitions after which our policy has average one-step rewards within of an optimal policy as in Definition 5, is small (ideally polynomial in the parameters of M ). In Sections 5 and 6, we will prove lower and upper bounds on T based on various notions of fairness and also compare these bounds with standard reinforcement learning bounds for algorithms which do not satisfy these definitions of fairness. An MDP where optimal policy is not myopic. States are represented by circles (text inside denote the state name and the deterministic reward). The arrows from the states denote the two possible actions L and R in each state. In s 1 and s 2 actions with lower rewards will finally result in higher rewards in the future (which is achievable after arriving in s 4 ).
Notions of Fairness
We now turn to quantitative notions of fairness. We begin by considering Joseph et al. [14] 's definition for learning in a contextual bandit setting: namely, Definition 1 when the Q * (s, a) values are replaced with the expected payoff of choosing a given arm a. Translated to our setting, Joseph et al. [14] define the quality of an action to be Q * M (s, a, 1), the expected one-step reward for choosing a from s. This definition would require that, with high probability, an algorithm in state s never play a with higher probability than a if a has lower expected one-step reward than a .
This naive translation, however, does not adequately capture the structural differences between the bandit and MDP settings: in the bandit setting, present rewards are independent of past choices, while in MDPs they are not. In particular, defining fairness in terms of one-step rewards would prohibit any policy sacrificing short-term rewards in favor of long-term rewards. This is undesirable, as it is precisely long-term rewards that matter in reinforcement learning, and optimizing for longterm rewards often necessitates short-term sacrifices (see Figure 1 for an illustration).
In an MDP, the relevant quality of an action encompasses not only its immediate reward but also the future actions and rewards the action enables. We will therefore define fairness using the long-term discounted rewards, namely Q * M (s, a).
Definition 6 (Fairness). L is fair if for any input δ > 0, for all MDPs M , all rounds t, all states s ∈ S M and actions a, a
with probability at least 1 − δ over histories h t−1 .
In Section 5, we show this requirement can prove extremely restrictive (see Theorem 4) . Intuitively, L must play uniformly at random until the algorithm has a high degree of confidence about the Q * M values, in some cases taking exponential time to achieve near-optimality. This motivates relaxing our definition. The first relaxation we introduce requires that an algorithm not substantially favor a worse action over a better one.
Definition 7 (Approximate-choice Fairness). L is α-choice fair if for any inputs δ > 0 and α > 0: for all MDPs M , all rounds t, all states s ∈ S M and actions a and
with probability of at least 1 − δ over histories h t−1 . If L is α-choice fair for any input α > 0, we call L approximate-choice fair.
A slight modification of the lower bound for exact fairness shows that algorithms satisfying approximate-choice fairness can also require exponential time to achieve near-optimality. Therefore, we propose an alternative relaxation. 
with probability of at least 1 − δ over histories h t−1 . If L is α-action fair for any input α > 0, we call L approximate-action fair.
Note that α-action fair algorithms can make arbitrary choices between two actions which are α-close in quality, but cannot place higher probability on a than a if a 's long-term expected reward is at least α greater than a's. As a result, approximate-choice fairness prevents equally good actions from being chosen at very different rates, while approximate-action fairness only prevents very poor actions from being chosen over very good ones. Amongst actions of nearly identical quality, the algorithm is permitted to break ties arbitrarily without violating approximate-action fairness. For example, this constraint is consistent with a college making admissions decisions based on diversity considerations when deciding between two applicants whose relevant qualities appear to be identical. Hence, approximate-action fairness should be viewed as a weaker constraint: rather than safeguarding against every violation of "fairness", it instead restricts how egregious these violations can be. Approximate-action fairness is a particularly attractive relaxation because it allows us to give algorithms circumventing the exponential hardness we prove for fairness and approximate-choice fairness. Thus, after proving lower bounds on the performance of all of our definitions of fairness in Section 5, approximate-action fairness will form our primary focus.
We conclude this section by making several useful observations. We defer all formal statements and their proofs to Appendix A. There always exists an optimal policy which is fair, but it might require randomization (Observation 1); conversely, any optimal policy (deterministic or randomized) is approximate-action fair (Observation 2), as is the uniformly random policy (Observation 3).
Finally, we consider a restriction of the actions in an MDP M to nearly-optimal actions (as measured by Q * M values). Optimal policies need only select amongst these actions, and fair policies can only select amongst these actions.
Definition 9. The α-restricted MDP of M , denoted M α , is identical to M except that in each state s, the set of available actions are restricted to {a :
M α has the following two properties: (i) any policy in M α is α-action fair in M (Observation 4) and (ii) the optimal policy in M α is also optimal in M (Observation 5). Observations 4 and 5 aid our design of an approximate-action fair algorithm: we construct M α from estimates of the Q * M values (see Section 6.3 for more details).
Lower Bounds
In this section, we demonstrate a stark separation between the performance of algorithms for reinforcement learning with and without fairness. First, we show that neither fair nor approximate-choice fair algorithms achieve near-optimality (see Definition 5) unless the number of time steps T is at least Ω(k n ), exponential in the size of the state space. We then show that any approximate-action fair algorithm requires a number of time steps T that is at least Ω(k 1/(1−γ) ) to achieve nearoptimality. We start by proving a lower bound for fair algorithms. 8 , no fair algorithm can be -optimal in T = O(k n ) steps. 3 Standard algorithms like E 3 (absent a fairness constraint) learn an -optimal policy in a number of steps polynomial in n and 1/ ; Theorem 4 therefore shows a steep cost of imposing fairness on reinforcement learning algorithms. We sketch the high level idea of the proof of Theorem 4 and defer all the proofs to Section B.2. For intuition, first consider the special case when the number of actions k = 2. We introduce the MDPs witnessing the claim in Theorem 4 for this special case.
• for all i ∈ [n], P M (s i , L, s 1 ) = P M (s i , R, s j ) = 1 where j = min{i + 1, n} and is 0 otherwise.
• for i ∈ [n − 1], R M (s i ) = 0.5, and R M (s n ) = x. Note that all the transitions and rewards in M are deterministic. However, the reward at state s n can be either 1 or 1/2. Any algorithm (fair or otherwise) cannot determine whether the Q * M values of all the states are the same or not until it reaches s n (the final state in the chain). But until then, fairness requires that the algorithm play all the actions uniformly at random. Thus, any fair algorithm will need to take exponential time in the number of states to reach s n . While we specialized this exposition to the case of k = 2, one can easily modify it such that, from each state s i , k − 1 of the actions from state s i (deterministically) reach state s 1 and only one action (deterministically) reaches states s min{i+1,n} . This gives a lower bound of k n time steps before any fair algorithm can stop playing uniformly at random (which is necessary for near-optimality). The same example, with a slightly modified analysis, also provides a lower bound of Ω((k/(1 + kα) n ) time steps for approximate-choice fair algorithms as stated in Theorem 5. 8 , no α-choice fair algorithm can be -optimal for T = O ( k 1+kα ) n steps. Theorem 5 suggests that fairness and approximate-choice fairness are both extremely costly constraints on reinforcement learning algorithms, ruling out polynomial time solutions. Hence, we focus on approximate-action fair learning. First, we note that the time complexity of approximate-action fair algorithms will still suffer from an exponential dependence on 1/(1 − γ). no α-action fair algorithm can be -optimal for T = O (k 1/(1−γ) ) c steps.
The MDPs used in proving Theorem 4 can also witness the claim of Theorem 6, by choosing n = log(1(2α))/(1−γ) . We think of the discount factor γ as a constant, and so in most interesting cases, 1/(1 − γ) n, meaning that this lower bound is substantially less stringent compared to the lower bounds proven for fairness and approximate-choice fairness. Therefore, in the remainder of the paper, we focus on approximate-action fairness. We aim to obtain algorithms that have learning rates that are polynomial in every parameter except for 1/(1 − γ), and which match our lower bound in terms of their exponential dependence on 1/(1 − γ).
A Provably Fair and Efficient Learning Algorithm
We now present an approximate-action fair learning algorithm, Fair-E 3 , which achieves the performance guarantees stated below. Theorem 7. Given > 0, α > 0, δ ∈ (0, 1/2) and γ ∈ [0, 1) as inputs, Fair-E 3 is an α-action fair algorithm which achieves -optimality after
steps.
The running time of Fair-E 3 is polynomial in all MDP parameters except 1/(1 − γ). Moreover, Theorem 6 implies that this exponential dependence on 1/(1 − γ) is necessary. The remainder of this section is structured as follows. A high-level description of Fair-E 3 can be found in Section 6.1; the analysis of its behavior begins in Sections 6.2 and 6.3; the final proof of Theorem 7 follows in Section 6.4. We discuss extensions and relaxations in Section 6.5.
Informal Description of Fair-E 3
Like E 3 , Fair-E 3 relies heavily on a notion of "known" states. For both algorithms, a state s is defined to be known only after all actions have been played from s a sufficient number of times. For E 3 , "sufficient" is defined as a quantity such that with high probability, it is possible to estimate the reward distribution and transition probabilities for each action. For Fair-E 3 , on the other hand, "sufficient" is defined such that with high probability, for every action a at state s, it is possible to estimate Q * M (s, a), which is a more exacting condition (see Section 6.2). Similarly, when in an unknown state s, E 3 engages in a process of "balanced exploration" by choosing the least-explored action from s, in an attempt to hasten state s becoming known; Fair-E 3 , constrained by fairness, cannot do this. Instead, it chooses a trajectory of actions uniformly at random from s. Fair-E 3 uses these random trajectories to estimate the Q * M values once the state becomes known. From a known state, E 3 performs an offline computation to determine the policy to follow in a prespecified number of future time steps. Fair-E 3 also engages in an offline planning computation in known states, but modified to ensure that it does not violate the approximate-action fairness (see Section 6.3). In particular, because of fairness, it is necessary to prove that whenever Fair-E 3 cannot find an exploitation policy amongst the set of known states, there must exist a fair exploration policy which quickly escapes to unknown states.
Known States in Fair-E 3
We now give a formal definition of known states for Fair-E 3 . If a state s is known by Fair-E 3 , then we will have (i) highly accurate estimates of all transition probabilities from s, and (ii) highly accurate estimates of Q * M (s, a) for all a. Definition 11 (Q-known State). Let
A state s becomes Q-known after taking
length-H γ random trajectories from s. We will show that both conditions (i) and (ii) hold for a Q-known state; informally, m 1 many random trajectories suffice to ensure that we have accurate estimates of all Q * M (s, a) values, and m 2 random trajectories suffice to ensure accurate estimates of the transition probabilities and rewards.
To make the first condition formal, we rely on Theorem 8 adapted from Kearns et al. [20] , connecting the number of random walks taken from s to the accuracy of the empirical V * M estimates. 
random walks of length H γ from s, with probability of at least 1 − δ, we can compute estimatesV π
Theorem 8 enables us to translate between the number of trajectories taken from a state and the uncertainty about its V π M values for all policies (including π * and hence V * M ). Note that since |Π| = k n , we re-write log (|Π|) = n log (k). To estimate Q * M (s, a) values using the V * M (s) values we increase the number of necessary length-H γ random trajectories by a factor of k.
For the second condition, we adapt the analysis of E 3 in which Kearns and Singh [19] show that if each action in a state s is taken m 2 times, then the transition probabilities and reward in state s can be estimated accurately (see Section 6.4).
Planning in Fair-E 3
We now formalize the planning steps in Fair-E 3 from Q-known states. For the remainder of this section and also throughout our analysis in Section 6.4, we make Assumption 2 which we remove in Section 6.5 entirely.
Assumption 2. T * is known.
We describe the offline planning step of Fair-E 3 and why it is guaranteed to satisfy approximate-action fairness. Consider the following MDPs with deterministic rewards constructed from M .
• M Γ (the exploitation MDP) is the MDP in which the unknown states of M are condensed into a single absorbing state s 0 with no reward. In the known states Γ, the transitions are kept intact and the rewards are deterministically set to their mean value.
• M [n]\Γ (the exploration MDP) is identical to M Γ except for the rewards. The rewards in the known states Γ are set to 0 and the reward in s 0 is set to 1.
See the middle (right) panel of Figure 3 escapes to the absorbing state of M Γ with high enough probability (to be specified shortly) in 2T * steps, then Fair-E 3 explores by following that policy. Otherwise, Fair-E 3 exploits by following the optimal policy inM α Γ for T * steps. Note that while following any of these policies, if Fair-E 3 encounters an unknown state, it stops following the policy and proceeds by taking a length-H γ random trajectory.
Analysis of Fair-E 3
In this section we formally analyze Fair-E 3 and prove Theorem 7. All the omitted proofs from this section can be found in Appendix B.3. Intuitively, M Γ distills the useful knowledge of Fair-E 3 about M : from known states, Fair-E 3 has enough information to play (nearly) optimally (and therefore fairly); from unknown states, Fair-E 3 does not. We begin by showing that there either exists an exploitation policy achieving high reward in M α Γ or there exists an exploration policy in M α Γ which quickly reaches the unknown states of M .
Lemma 9 (Exploit or Explore Lemma). For any state s ∈ Γ, β ∈ (0, 1) and any T > 0 at least one of the statements below holds:
• there exists an exploitation policy π in M α Γ such that
where the random variables π t (s) andπ t (s) denote the states reached from s after following π andπ for t steps, respectively.
• there exists an exploration policy π in M α Γ such that the probability that a walk of 2T -steps from s following π will terminate in s 0 exceeds β/T .
Note that the optimal policy in M is approximate-action fair by Observation 2. If the optimal policy stays in the set of known states of M (represented by M Γ ) then following the optimal policy in M Γ (and more specifically in M α Γ ) results in both optimal and approximate-action fair play. However, if and when the optimal policy in M quickly escapes to an unknown states M , it may be that the optimal policy in M α Γ cannot compete with the optimal policy in M . Ignoring fairness, one natural way of computing an "escape" policy is to compute the optimal policy in M [n]\Γ (as is done by E 3 ). However, following this escape policy approach might violate approximate-action fairness-high-quality actions might be ignored in lieu of low-quality exploratory ones. Instead, we compute an escape policy in M α
[n]\Γ and show that if no near-optimal exploitation policy exists, then the optimal policy in M α
[n]\Γ (which is fair by construction) quickly escapes to the unknown states of M .
Finally, Fair-E 3 only has access to the empirically estimated MDPsM α Γ andM α Lemma 10. Let Γ be the set of Q-known states andM Γ the approximation to M Γ . Then for any state s ∈ Γ, any action a and any policy π
with probability at least 1 − δ.
Note that an analog of Lemma 10 can be also stated forM [n]\Γ and M [n]\Γ . Moreover, as mentioned earlier, when Fair-E 3 computes the optimal policy in M α Γ and M α [n]\Γ , it first checks to see that whether the optimal policy in M α
[n]\Γ quickly reaches the absorbing state of M Γ with significant probability (as specified in Lemma 9). This can be easily checked by simulating the execution of the optimal policy of M α
[n]\Γ for 2T * steps from the known state s in M α Γ several times, counting the ratio of runs which end up in s 0 and applying Chernoff bound. Note that this is the only place that Assumption 2 is used by Fair-E 3 .
When there is no exploration policy then Lemma 9 implies that an exploitation policy in M α Γ exists. By setting T ≥ T * in Lemma 9 and applying Lemmas 1 and 10 we can prove Corollary 11 regarding this exploitation policy.
Corollary 11. For any state s ∈ Γ and T ≥ T * if there exists an exploitation policy π in M α Γ then
We finally have all the background needed to prove Theorem 7.
Proof of Theorem 7. We divide the analysis into separate parts: the performance guarantee of Fair-E 3 and its approximate-action fairness. We defer the analysis of the probability of failure of Fair-E 3 to Appendix B.3. We start with the performance guarantee and show that when Fair-E 3 follows the exploitation policy the average V * M values of the visited states is close to E s∼µ * V * M (s). Conversely, when following an exploration policy or taking random trajectories, the V * M values of the visited states can be small. To bound the total performance of Fair-E 3 , we bound the number of these exploratory steps by the parameters of the MDP. Therefore they only have a small effect on overall performance.
Observe that in each T * -step exploitation phase of Fair-E 3 , the expectation of the average V * M values of the visited states is at least E s∼µ * V * M (s)− /(1−γ)− /2 by Lemmas 1, 9 and Observation 5. By a Chernoff bound, the probability that the actual average V * M values of the visited states is less than E s∼µ * V * M (s) − /(1 − γ) − 3 /4 is smaller than δ/4 if the number of exploitation phases is at least log(1/δ)/ 2 .
We now argue that the total number of exploratory steps of Fair-E 3 is bounded by
where m Q is defined in Equation 3 of Definition 11. The two components of this term bound the number of rounds in which Fair-E 3 plays non-exploitatively: the first bounds the number of steps in the set of random trajectories of Fair-E 3 , and the second bounds how many steps are taken following explicit exploration policies. The former bound follows from the facts that each random trajectory has length H γ ; that in each state, m Q trajectories are sufficient for the state to become Q-known; and that random trajectories are taken only before all n states are Q-known. The latter bound follows from the length 2T * of following an exploration policy; and that one need follow an exploration policy only O( T * log( n δ )) before reaching an unknown state (since any exploration policy will end up in an unknown state with probability of at least /T * according to Lemma 9, and applying a Chernoff bound); that an unknown state becomes known after it is visited m Q times; and that exploration policies are only followed before all states are Q-known.
Finally, to make up for the potentially poor performance in exploration, the number of T * -step exploitation phases needed is at least
Therefore, after T = T 1 + T 2 steps we have
as claimed in Equation 2. The running time of Fair-E 3 is O(nT 3 / ): the additional nT 2 / factor comes from offline computation of the optimal policies inM α Γ andM α [n]\Γ . We now prove Fair-E 3 satisfies approximate-action fairness in every round. The actions taken during random trajectories are fair (and hence approximate-action fair) by Observation 3.
Fair-E 3 computes policies inM α Γ andM α [n]\Γ . By Lemma 10 with probability at least 1 − δ any
\Γ contain all optimal policies and only contain actions within α of the optimal actions. It follows that any policy followed inM α Γ andM α [n]\Γ is α-action fair, so both the exploration and exploitation policies followed by Fair-E 3 satisfy α-action fairness, and Fair-E 3 is therefore α-action fair.
Relaxations and Discussion
Throughout Sections 6.3 and 6.4 we assumed that T * , the -mixing time of the optimal policy π * , was known (see Assumption 2). Although Fair-E 3 uses the knowledge of T * to decide whether to follow the exploration or exploitation policy, Lemma 9 continues to hold even without this assumption. Note that Fair-E 3 is parameterized by T * and for any input T * runs in time poly(T * ). Thus if T * is unknown, we simply run Fair-E 3 for T * = 1, 2, . . . sequentially and the running time and sample complexity will still be poly(T * ). Similar to the analysis of Fair-E 3 when T * is known we have to run the new algorithm for sufficiently many steps so that the possibly low V * M values of the visited states in the early stages are dominated by the near-optimal V * M values of the visited states for large enough guessed values of T * .
Finally, our work leaves open several interesting questions. For example, we give an algorithm that has an undesirable exponential dependence on 1/(1 − γ), but we show that this dependence is unavoidable for any approximate-action fair algorithm. Without fairness, near-optimality in learning can be achieved in time that is polynomial in all of the parameters of the underlying MDP. So, we can ask: does there exist a meaningful fairness notion that enables reinforcement learning in time polynomial in all parameters? Proof of Lemma 1. Letμ π T denote the distribution of π on states of M after following π for T steps starting from s. Then we know,
The last inequality is due to the following observations: 
B.2 Omitted Proofs for Section 5
We first state the following useful Lemma about M .
Lemma 12. Let M be the MDP in Definition 10. Then for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
M (s i ) = discounted reward before reaching state n + discounted reward from staying at state n
via two applications of the summation formula for geometric series.
Proof of Theorem 4. We prove Theorem 4 for the special case of k = 2 first. Consider coupling the run of a fair algorithm L on both M (0.5) and M (1). To achieve this, we can fix the randomness of L up front, and use the same randomness on both MDPs. The set of observations and hence the actions taken on both MDPs are identical until L reaches state s n . Until then, with probability at least 1 − δ, L must play L and R with equal probability in order to satisfy fairness (since, for M (0.5), the only fair policy is to play both actions with equal probability at each time step). We will upper-bound the optimality of uniform play and lower-bound the number of rounds before which s n is visited by uniformly random play. Let f γ = 1 1− 3 √ γ and T = 2 n−2fγ for n ≥ 100(f γ ) 2 . First observe that the probability of reaching a fixed state s i for any i ≥ n − f γ from a random walk of length T is upper bounded by the probability that the random walk takes i ≥ n − f γ consecutive steps to the right in the first T steps. This probability is at most p = 2 n−2fγ ( 1 2 ) n−fγ = 2 −fγ for any fixed i. Since reaching any state i > i requires reaching state i , the probability that the T -step random walk arrives in any state s i for i ≥ n − f γ is also upper bounded by p.
Next, we observe that the V * M (s i ) is a nondecreasing function of i for both MDPs. Then the average V * M values of the visited states of any fair policy can be broken into two pieces: the average conditioned on the (probability 1 − δ event) that the algorithm plays uniformly at random before reaching state s n and never reaching a state beyond s n−fγ ; and the average conditioned on the (probability at most δ event) that the algorithm does not make uniformly random choices or the uniform random walk of length T reaches a state beyond s n−fγ . So, we have that
The first inequality follows from the fact that V * M (s i ) ≤ 1/(1 − γ) for all i, and the second from Lemma 12 along with V * M values being nondecreasing in i. Putting it all together,
So -optimality requires 2
However, if < 1/8 we get 2 1 − γ < 1 − 0.04 − 1/4 1 − γ 1 − 1 + 2 × e −3 2
where the third inequality follows when δ < 1/4 and γ > 0.5. This means < 1/8 makesoptimality impossible, as desired. Throughout we considered the special case of k = 2 and proved a lower bound of Ω(2 n ) time steps for any fair algorithm satisfying the -optimality condition. However, it is easy to see that MDP M in Definition 10 can be easily modified in a way that k − 1 of the actions from state s i reach state s 1 and only one action in each state s i reaches states s min{i+1,n} . Hence, a lower bound of Ω(k n ) time steps can be similarly proved.
Proof of Theorem 5. We mimic the argument used to prove Theorem 4 with the difference that, until visiting s n , L may not play R with probability more than 1/2 + α (as opposed to 1/2 in Theorem 4). Let f γ = 1 1− 3 √ γ and T = ( 2 1+2α ) n−2fγ for n ≥ 100(f γ ) 2 . By a similar process as in Theorem 4, the probability of reaching state s i for any i ≥ n − f γ from a random walk of length T is bounded by p = ( 2 1+2α ) −fγ , and so the probability that the T -step random walk arrives in any state s i for i ≥ n − f γ is bounded by p. Carrying out the same process used to prove Theorem 4 then once more implies that -optimality requires Equation 4 to hold when δ < 1/4, α < 1/4 and γ > 0.5. Hence, < 1/8 violates this condition as desired.
Finally, throughout we considered the special case of k = 2. The same trick as in the proof of Theorem 4 can be used to prove the lower bound of Ω(( k 1+kα ) n ) time steps for any fair algorithm satisfying the -optimality condition. we get that -optimality requires
Finally, the same trick as in the proof of Theorem 4 can be used to prove the Ω((k 1/(1−γ)) c ) lower bound for k > 2 actions.
2. Set δ = δ/(4nk) in Theorem 8.
3. By Lemma 9, each attempted exploration is a Bernoulli trial with probability of success of at least /(4T * ). In the worst case we might need to make every state known before exploiting, leading to the nm Q trajectories (m Q as Equation 3 in Definition 11) of length H γ . Therefore, the probability of taking fewer than nm Q trajectories of length H γ would be bounded by δ/4
if the number of 2T * -steps explorations is at least
4. Set δ = δ/(4m exp ) (m exp as defined in Equation 5 ) in Lemma 10, as Fair-E 3 might make 2T * -steps explorations up to m exp times.
C Omitted Details of Fair-E • For any state s ∈ Γ,R M Γ (s) =R M (s), rewards in M Γ are deterministic, andR M Γ (s 0 ) = 0.
• For any action a, P M Γ (s 0 , a, s 0 ) = 1. Hence, s 0 is an absorbing state.
• For any states s 1 , s 2 ∈ Γ and any action a, P M Γ (s 1 , a, s 2 ) = P M (s 1 , a, s 2 ), i.e. transitions between states in Γ are preserved in M Γ .
